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Abstract— In this paper, we propose π-map, a tightly coupled
fusion mechanism that dynamically consumes LiDAR and
sonar data to generate reliable and scalable indoor maps for
autonomous robot navigation. The key novelty of π-map over
previous attempts is the utilization of a fusion mechanism that
works in three stages: the first LiDAR scan matching stage
efficiently generates initial key localization poses; the second
optimization stage is used to eliminate errors accumulated from
the previous stage and guarantees that accurate large-scale
maps can be generated; then the final revisit scan fusion stage
effectively fuses the LiDAR map and the sonar map to generate
a highly accurate representation of the indoor environment.
We evaluate π-map on both large and small environments and
verify its superiority over existing fusion methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous deployment of indoor robots can only be en-
abled with the availability of affordable, reliable, and scalable
indoor maps. LiDAR sensors, though very popular in indoor
mapping, cannot be used to generate precise indoor maps
due to their inability to handle reflective objects, such as
glass doors and French windows. Although several research
works target on overcoming this problem by utilizing high-
end LiDAR sensors and signal processing techniques [1],
[2], [3], [4], the cost of these high-end LiDAR sensors can
be prohibitive for large-scale deployment of indoor robots.
Similarly, sonar sensors have been used to construct indoor
maps [5] as well. But sonar-based maps [6] suffer from
inaccuracy caused by sonar cross-talk, corner effects, large
noise, etc. Nonetheless, sonar sensors can handle glass and
reflective objects quite well, which perfectly complements
LiDAR sensors.

Thus, a natural direction would be to fuse these two types
of sensors [6], [7], [8]. Previous fusion attempts usually
focus on one particular usage scenario, either failing to
generate accurate maps, or failing to handle large areas. To
address these problems, in this paper, we propose π-map, a
tightly coupled fusion mechanism that consumes LiDAR and
sonar data to generate reliable and scalable indoor maps for
autonomous robot navigation.

The key innovation of π-map over previous attempts is
the utilization of a fusion mechanism that works in three
stages: the first stage of LiDAR scan matching efficiently
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generates initial key localization poses; the second stage
of optimization can eliminate errors accumulated from the
previous stage and guarantee that accurate large-scale maps
can be generated; then the final stage of revisit scan fusion ef-
fectively fuses the LiDAR map and the sonar map to generate
a highly accurate representation of the indoor environment.

To the best of our knowledge, π-map is the first indoor
mapping system ready for ubiquitous deployment. The con-
tributions of this work are:

• A post-accumulation decision-based map fusion strat-
egy that has been verified leading to higher mapping
quality compared with previously proposed methods.

• The first reported LiDAR-sonar-fusion 2D mapping sys-
tem able to handle both small-area and large-area real-
world environments with various degrees of reflective
material.

• Filling the void that no real-world dataset is available
for LiDAR-sonar indoor mapping. We also release the
first dataset containing LiDAR and sonar range data
in real-world environments. Our dataset is available at
https://github.com/camel-clarkson/Indoor Mapping

II. RELATED WORK

LiDAR SLAM algorithms are of common approach to
obtain accurate in-door maps, where RBP-based methods [9],
[10], especially “Gmapping”, are widely used. But particle-
filter-based methods require each particle to maintain a
representation of the full environment. This introduces a huge
computation burden when the size of environment keeps
increasing, hence is not scalable.

On the other hand, scan-to-scan matching [11] methods
suffer from cumulative errors as the robot moves. Scan-to-
map matching [12] is proposed by using local optimization
to alleviate cumulative errors. Cartographer [13] mapping
combines submaps [14] with loop closure and global graph
optimization [15]. One of the main challenges for pure
LiDAR indoor mapping is glass and reflective materials,
which can make pure LiDAR mapping unreliable.

In using sonar range finder to compensate LiDAR scan-
ning, especially for glass detection, fusion has been one of
the main techniques to obtain the location of glass materials.
Diosi et al. [6] fused sonar readings and laser scans in a
Kalman filter fashion, where line segment and corner are
used as features for sonar and laser synergy. However, the
precision and density of their map is not sufficient to support
robot navigation. Unlike the method in [6], our method
balances the node density between sparse optimization and
dense mapping. We have verified the superiority of our
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Fig. 1: Overview of π-map. The entire framework consists of three stages. Stages I and II are split mainly based on the pose types of LiDAR. In Stage
I, poses are optimized only within local scheme. Stage II performs bundle adjustment with global knowledge to eliminate the errors resulted from Stage
I. At the same time, mapping using sonar is converted to “mapping with known poses”. By selecting poses, Bayesian Filter is used to generate map
correspondingly. Lastly, final map is generated by running proposed fusion method in Stage III.

method in real-world environments, with both small and
large areas.

Zhang et al. [7] examined both pre-fusion and post-fusion
methods for glass detection. The pre-fusion method is to filter
sonar and laser data before localization, while the post-fusion
one is to conduct localization with laser data separately, then
overlapping with sonar results. In the work of Wei et al. [8],
fusion is used to detect glass via subtracting the detected
range of sonar and LiDAR. Although these methods are able
to produce glass-aware map in small-area environment, they
fail to handle large-area environments, thus are not ready for
ubiquitous deployment. Our proposed fusion method solves
this exact problem.

Another distinct technique for glass detection is via ana-
lyzing the features of reflected laser intensity [1], [2], [3],
where different methods were proposed to localize glass
area with pure LiDAR sensing. This method suffers from
affordability as it requires high-precision hence expensive
LiDAR to guarantee the sensitivity of detection, and its
effectiveness in large-area mapping remains unknown.

III. METHODOLOGY

An overview of the π-map framework is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Our proposed mapping system is composed of pose
estimation, grid registering and updating, and automatic
decision-based fusion. Essentially, in our system the SLAM
of LiDAR and the mapping of sonar are tightly coupled
together to provide an affordable, reliable, and efficient
indoor map ground layer.

A. Pose Estimation

With LiDAR being a more-precise range finder, LiDAR
observation is utilized for localization in our system. Task
of LiDAR sensing can be summarized as

pL (x1:t,ML|L1:t, u1:t, x0) (1)
The precise localization is achieved by maximizing the
probability of individual grid on the map, given the LiDAR
observation and other outside signals. u1:t is the odometry

measurement or outside controlling signal. x0:t (the con-
catenation of x1:t and x0) is the poses of the agent, with
each position made up by (ξx, ξy, ξθ). L1:t is the LiDAR
raw scan points, which can also be denoted as L(t) =
{lk(t)}t=1,...,T

k=1,...,K1
, lk(t) ∈ R2. K1 stands for the number of

points in one LiDAR scan and T is the total number of scans.
ML is described in next subsection.

1) Local Scan Matching (Stage I): Raw observations
lk(t) are transformed to map frame via scan poses. As
suggested in [13], [14], [12], lk(t) is inserted into a submap
Msub. Msub is a local chunk of the whole environment and is
represented in the form of an Occupancy Grid Map (OGM)
[16]. Then, a local scan pose ξLoc is optimized relative to the
Msub via a Ceres matcher [17]. This nonlinear least squares
problem is shown as:

argmin
ξLoc

K1∑
k=1

(1−Msub (TξLoc
lk(t)))

2 (2)

As shown in Fig. 1, an initial local pose ξ̂Ini(t) can be
extrapolated from the motion model. Next, the motion filter
checks the timestamp, translation, and rotation angle. If the
change between two consecutive scans is below a predefined
threshold, the scan will be discarded. Those survived poses,
which we define as key nodes, are a subset of original local
poses.

2) Global Loop Closure (Stage II): This stage is used
to eliminate errors accumulated from the previous stage.
First, key node scans are performed on submaps sequen-
tially. When the number of key nodes within one submap
reaches its limit, matching target moves to the next candidate
submap. Then, a round of optimization is launched. By
following Sparse Pose Adjustment (SPA) method [15], the
optimization target is

argmin
Ξm,Ξs

1

2

∑
ij

E2
(
ξm
i , ξ

s
j ;Cij , ξij

)
(3)

Here, Ξm = {ξm
i }i=1,...,m is the set of submap poses, and

Ξs =
{
ξs
j

}
j=1,...,n

is the set of key-node scan poses. Con-
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straints are defined as relative pose ξij with the covariance
matrices Cij . The residual error E2() can be computed in
the form of Mahalanobis distance [18], [19], [13], which is
described as

E2(ξm
i , ξ

s
j ;Cij , ξij)

= e(ξm
i , ξ

s
j ; ξij)

TC−1
ij e(ξ

m
i , ξ

s
j ; ξij)

(4)

Error function is constructed as
e(ξm

i , ξ
s
j ; ξij) = ξij − ξ̂ij(ξm

i , ξ
s
j) (5)

where, ξij is constructed from global scan matching, and
ξ̂ij(ξ

m
i , ξ

s
j) is the estimated relative pose calculated from

transformation.

Fig. 2: Mobile robot trajectories from one experimental run. Green dot
towards the center is the starting point, and red dot towards the top is the
stopping point. Blue and green lines are trajectories using ξLoc and ξPG,
respectively. The dotted line shown in magenta is the trajectory using ξFG.
And a crop-out after zoom-in is shown on the left.

Involved with global loop closure, two types of global
optimized poses are designed for the stages to follow.

• Partial Global Pose. Starting from the second submap,
each local pose ξLoc uses local-to-global offsets from
last round of global optimization to adjust itself. This
adjusted pose is defined as a partial global pose (ξPG).
ξPG is sent out during the mapping procedure, such that
each individual ξPG only carries information of detected
environment so far.

• Final Global Pose. After all areas of the target environ-
ment are visited, the final global pose (ξFG) is generated
in the final optimization step.

Trajectories corresponding to ξLoc, ξPG, and ξFG, respec-
tively, are shown in Fig. 2. Even though the three trajectories
coincide with each other at the beginning, errors accumu-
late slowly during the mapping procedure. Trajectory of
ξLoc (blue) gradually diverges from the trajectory of ξFG
(Magenta), even going outside of the map at later points.
Trajectory of ξPG (green) is calibrated by up-to-now global
information, which is actually the compromise between two
other pose types. Several disconnecting jumps can be seen
in its trajectory curve.

B. Grid Registering and Updating

The LiDAR map is constructed simultaneously with pose
estimation introduced in the previous step, where ML : H ∈
Z×W ∈ Z is the final LiDAR map with height H and width
W . All valid LiDAR scans are registered in ML based on
the final global pose ξFG. The mapping on the sonar side

is converted to mapping with known poses [20]. Target for
sonar mapping is denoted as

pS (MS |S1:t, x0:t) (6)
where, x0:t is the trajectory of the agent, which are known
poses. S1:t is the sonar raw scan points, which can be denoted
as S(t) = {sk(t)}t=1,...,T

k=1,...,K2
, sk(t) ∈ R2. K2 stands for the

number of sonar sensors and T is the total number of scans.
MS : H ∈ Z ×W ∈ Z is the final sonar map of the same
size as ML. The target is to obtain maximum likelihood
probability of each grid mi on sonar map, given known poses
and sonar observations.

Due to the task of sonar in our system is for mapping pur-
pose rather than for SLAM purpose, simple sonar mapping
algorithms are sufficient to meet the system requirement.
Because sonar sensing suffers from noise, we have employed
three different sonar data registration strategies. For different
mapping environment, the strategy with best map quality will
be used for fusion. The three sonar algorithms are:

• Iterated Center-Line method (ICL)/ Iterated Cone
method (ICo): It applies a naive algorithm to add values
of all sensor readings directly on the map. The definition
is shown below:

v = e
− (Pcur−Pobs)2

(Ng)2 ,

p(mi) =

{
vnew if this grid is unknown
Wa ∗ vold +Wb ∗ vnew else

(7)

Pcur and Pobs are current position and obstacle position.
Ng is the distance threshold, which decides the distribu-
tion of grid values v. Wa and Wb are weights of old and
new values. For the sensor model, center-line means all
obstacles are assumed on the orientation of ultrasonic
sensors, and no azimuth angle is examined; while cone
model considers azimuth angle. This algorithm only
requires simple computation and is suitable for the
hallway scenario, but the drawback is that new values
from later scans can easily erase the old values settled
down by previous scans in complex environment.

• DS Algorithm: The sensor readings are inserted into the
map using the Dempster-Shafer inference rule [21]. Two
separate maps, Empty map and Full map, are maintained
and combined at the last step. A cone-shape sensor
model is used for each scan.

• Bayesian Filter Algorithm (BFA)[22]: It fuses multiple
sonar sensor readings into OGM in a Bayesian fashion,
which resolves conflicts from different readings. And a
cone sensor model is adopted here as well.

C. Automatic Decision-Based Fusion

1) Trajectory Fitting: One interesting phenomenon
shown in Fig. 2 is that ξFG trajectory is sparser than the
other two. This is because only those scans surviving from
scan matching and motion filter are cached as key nodes
and fed to global optimization. However, Stage III is highly
dependent on the quality of ξFG, so a trajectory fitting or
pose extrapolation technique is required for ξFG trajectory.
The benefits of trajectory fitting include: first, improving
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sonar map density by extrapolating middle status between
poses; second, smoothing the trajectory used by automatic
Decision-Based Fusion.

A final global pose can be described as
ξFG(t) = (ξx(t), ξy(t), ξθ(t)) (8)

The number of points needed to be extrapolated between two
time instances is from the timestamps of sonar sensor scans
(Sonar normally works in 10 Hz scan rate). This number is
denoted as Nfit. When the pose of timestamp ts ∈ [t, t+ 1]
is needed, it can be interpolated as following∆ξx(t)

∆ξy(t)

∆ξθ(t)

 =

ξx(t+ 1)− ξx(t)

ξy(t+ 1)− ξy(t)

ξθ(t+ 1)− ξθ(t)

 , t = 0, ...T − 1 (9)

ξ(tn) = ξ(t) +
n

Nfit
∆ξ(t), n = 0, ...Nfit (10)

Unlike traditional linear extrapolation, the sign of ∆ξθ needs
to be checked due to the 2π radian period of θ. Finally, the
interpolated poses ξ(tn) are redefined as ξFGfit.

2) Revisit Scan Fusion (Stage III): After previous two
stages, a LiDAR map ML and a sonar map MS are con-
structed separately. However, they have not been fused yet.
The brutal-force method is to directly overlap ML with MS .
This overlapping leads to glass area marked as occupied
grids, because for map grids of glass, the detection from
sonar can compensate the incapability of LiDAR. For those
non-glass areas, however, overlapping brings noise of sonar
into LiDAR results, therefore degrading the fusion result
overall.

Aiming to solve this problem, we propose a decision-
based fusion technique, named Revisit Scan Fusion. The
fusion relies on a second scan performed at the pixel level
of map images, where each pixel is denoted as v ∈ R2.
To make full use of the extra perception gained from sonar
sensor to compensate LiDAR observation, the sonar sensor
origin, vS(k) ∈ R2, is selected as the starting point for ray
casting in map images ML and MS , with one demo shown
in Fig. 3. vS(k) are offset from key-node positions (ξx, ξy)
by considering yaw angle ξθ of robot orientation and sonar
installation angle αk. k = 1, ...,K2 is the identification of
sonar sensor, which means the number of scanning rays at
one origin can span from 1 to K2. When we revisit along the
ξFGfit trajectory, we cast rays from vS(k) to the boundary
of maps and record the first occupied grid along the ray. For
each ray, the first occupied grid along the ray is the ending
position of one casting, where the ending position is denoted
as vLE(k) ∈ R2 in ML, and as vSE(k) ∈ R2 for MS . The
image boundary grid is used if no occupied grid is detected
along the ray. The obstacle distances, dL(k) and dS(k), for
occupied grid are defined by the grid numbers between the
starting point and the ending point. All scanned grids along
the ray are concatenated as V Lk and V Sk , respectively. They
are defined as
dLk =‖ vLE(k)− vS(k) ‖, V Lk = {viL(k)}i=1...dL(k) (11)

dSk =‖ vSE(k)− vS(k) ‖, V Sk = {viS(k)}i=1...dS(k) (12)

Fig. 3: Illustration of Revisit Scan Decision-based fusion from LiDAR map
and sonar map. The OGM map images are reloaded, then a second scanning
is performed at the pixel level along the poses of fitted trajectory ξFGfit.
Green lines stand for LiDAR rays, and red lines are sonar rays. To be
noticed, a wide open space left unmapped in the middle of ML is caused
by the fact that LiDAR rays penetrate glass panels and reach the range limit.
vS(1) case is a demo ray for selecting LiDAR data V L

k for MF and vS(2)
case is a demo ray for using sonar scan V S

k for MF .

The number of grids is obtained via Bresenham’s line
algorithm [23].

Then, for each casting ray, the difference of obstacle
distances between the two maps is used to make fusion
decision. This difference is defined as

ddiff (k) = dL(k)− dS(k) (13)
A new map MF is defined as the final fused map. All its
grids are initialized with OGM status of ML. For one origin
vS(k), if ddiff (k) > Dgla, it means corresponding ray hits
the glass material. Dgla is a threshold defined by robot
operator. A typical value for Dgla is 10 grids with a map
resolution of 0.05m. So, grey intensity of final map along
this ray is fused by sonar range data, V Sk , through obeying
the following definition
MF (vSE(k)) = mocc, MF (V Sk − vSE(k)) = mfree (14)

Here, occupied, free space and unknown status in the OGM
format is denoted as mocc, mfree and munk, respectively.
Glass area in map is detected based on Equation (14) and
the corresponding grids are set to occupied status, as shown
in Fig. 3. On the other hand, if ddiff (k) ≤ Dgla, it means
LiDAR detection is reliable. So, grey intensity of final map
along this ray is fused by LiDAR range data, V Lk , by
executing the following rule
MF (vLE(k)) = mocc, MF (V Lk − vLE(k)) = mfree (15)

For large scale scenarios, LiDAR rays leave wide open
spaces unmapped due to range limit. The mfree assignment,
in Equations (14) and (15), convert those unknown spaces
to free spaces, as illustrated in Fig. 3. This conversion is
guaranteed by the fact that a robot will scan all objects
by following the control signal of a human operator, so no
obstacle should exist in these unknown spaces. Then, those
previously unknown area is safe to be relabeled as free space.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the implementation setup
and experimental results. Thorough comparisons of pose
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strategies, sonar algorithm selection and large-scale scenes
experiments are performed.

A. Implementation and Experiments Setups

After examining several different chassis, Pioneer 3DX
mobile robot [24] is selected as the platform for our experi-
ments, which is equipped with 16 ultrasonic sensors for range
measurement. We installed a low-cost LiDAR [25] on top
of Pioneer 3DX for LiDAR scanning. The combined cost of
LiDAR and sonar sensors is less than US$150, thus is highly
affordable. The ROS topics publication and subscription are
used within LiDAR and sonar, respectively. The online pose
transmission between LiDAR and sonar is via NanoMsg
protocol [26].

B. Map Quality Evaluation

When it comes to measure the quality of the map gen-
erated, unfortunately there is no standardized evaluation
method/metric. The closest we can find in the literature is the
evaluation of SLAM results, which was designed to evaluate
localization quality [27]. To address this problem, we use
evaluation metrics focusing on the quality of outputted
map. To achieve this, we adopted three metrics from image
similarity comparison to evaluate the map quality, which are
shown below:

• Mean Square Error (MSE): the smaller the better.
• Structure Similarity (SSIM)[28]: the closer to 1.0 the

better.
• Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC)[29]: the closer to

1.0 the better.

In our design, the ground truth of a map is manually
curated and checked based on the result of LiDAR/Sonar
mapping and actual measurements of the dimensions of the
target environments. Firstly, to enable evaluating multiple
experiments starting from distinct poses in the same target
environment, we use RANSAC [30] to estimate the Tgt =
[R t] (transition and rotation) between the generated map
and the ground truth map. Then the ground truth map is
transformed through Tgt. Quantitative relationship between
the transformed ground truth map and the generated map is
then calculated by applying the proposed metrics.

(a) Glass Walls (b) Floor Plan

Fig. 4: Dataset case L6F2 room: Real-world scene of rooms and corridors
with glass walls. The glass area in 4a is marked correspondingly in 4b, which
is the floor plan of this scene.

C. Real-World Mapping Experiments

Since there is no public dataset equipped with both LiDAR
scanning and sonar readings from the same environment, all
of our data are collected from real-world robot movements by
ourselves. Our dataset scenarios include rooms and corridors
of different sizes. A typical glass wall area and its ground-
truth floor plan are shown in Fig. 4. The sensors’ raw data
are collected from eight different scenes in total. They varied
by size and ratio of glass obstacles. Part of size information
is provided in Fig. 6. Ratio of glass is calculated by dividing
the number of glass grids by the total number of occupied
grids on the ground truth map, as shown in Table III, which
varies from 0.99% to 32.03%.

1) Ablation Study of Poses: First of all, we examine
mapping results when using different types of poses so as
to demonstrate the importance of global pose and automatic
fusion.

Two test cases are utilized. A small-scale ordinary case
KX Hallway is collected from a hallway (5.4m × 30.5m)
inside an office building, with one side decorated by a long
glass panel. A large-scale complicated case SZUF2 Room is
obtained from a hallway and two rooms (21.6m × 18.9m),
as shown in Fig. 4.

TABLE I: QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF POSE SCHEMES

Scenes Metrics L[13] Loc[7] PG FG FGfit FGfit+RSF+Glass FGfit+RSF+All

KX hallway
MSE 1142.70 1255.71 1255.71 1232.11 1189.09 361.96 229.60
SSIM 0.8924 0.8965 0.8965 0.8971 0.9016 0.9370 0.9636
NCC 0.8090 0.7957 0.7957 0.7999 0.8072 0.9417 0.9631

L6F2 room
MSE 2425.86 3031.56 3079.40 2764.21 2750.67 1165.59 297.42
SSIM 0.8708 0.8115 0.8164 0.8464 0.8471 0.8318 0.9624
NCC 0.7757 0.7300 0.7258 0.7534 0.7552 0.8869 0.9699

Using these two cases, we compared the performance of
our schemes against a wide range of representative pose
schemes:

• L: the final map is solely generated by the LiDAR
sensor, which is the method used by Cartographer [13];

• Loc: the final map is overlapped from LiDAR map and
sonar map generated from ξLoc, which is used in [7];

• PG: the final map is overlapped from LiDAR map and
sonar map generated from ξPG;

• FG: the final map is overlapped from LiDAR map and
sonar map generated from ξFG;

• FGfit: the final map is overlapped from LiDAR map
and sonar map generated from ξFGfit;

• FGfit+RSF+glass: the map is fused by using Revisit
Scan Fusion. Sonar map is generated from ξFGfit. Only
the area between the current robot point and the detected
glass points are paved to free space;

• FGfit+RSF+All: the map is fused by using Revisit Scan
Fusion. Sonar map is generated from ξFGfit. The area
between the current robot point and all detected obstacle
points, both glass and non-glass, are paved to free space.

Table I exhibits the mapping results by adopting different
poses. It can be observed that the more global information
incorporated into the mapping, the higher the quality of
map is. Hence, the performance from FG is better than
those of Loc and PG. The weakness of FG (non-fitted) is
evident when detecting near-field objects. If it is the remote
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detectable objects, cone mode has a chance to cover longer
line on the surface of objects. This problem is improved by
fitting the FG to FGfit.

Although the glass area in FGfit is detected, using simple
overlapping introduces noises for non-glass area, so FGfit ac-
tually performs worse than L. This problem can be addressed
by using Revisit Scan Fusion. The best performing strategy is
from our proposed FGfit+RSF+All, which outperforms other
strategies by a great margin.

To have a better visualization, an exemplary map result
from test case L6F2 room is shown in Fig. 5.

(a) gt (b) LiDAR (c) Loc

(d) PG (e) FG (f) FGfit+RSF+All

Fig. 5: Generated maps with different poses and fusion strategies. Resolution
is 5 cm. Subplots (c), (d), (e) and (f) are generated by attaching different
sonar occupied grids on (b). To be noticed, (f) not only marks glass positions,
but also successfully converts unknown area in the bottom room to free
space, showing the effectiveness of RSF.

2) Experiments for Sonar Algorithms: Since different
sonar algorithms have varied computation complexity and
mapping precision, a suitable sonar algorithm can be picked
based on the feature of the target environment. The four
representative sonar mapping algorithms we discussed in
Section III.B, ICL, ICo, DS and BFA, are tested for com-
parison purpose.

In order to compare the sonar algorithms themselves and
isolate the impact from Revisit Scanning Fusion, only the
basic fusion (FGfit) is used here. The results are listed in
Table II. The final poses fitting are used based on the analysis
in the previous subsection.

TABLE II: QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF SONAR ALGORITHMS

Scenes Metrics ICL ICo DS BFA

KX hallway
MSE 1700.18 1764.99 1264.07 1189.09
SSIM 0.8775 0.8749 0.8962 0.9016
NCC 0.7278 0.7186 0.7948 0.8072

L6F2 room
MSE 3041.60 3228.88 2792.18 2750.68
SSIM 0.8372 0.8287 0.8445 0.8471
NCC 0.7335 0.7207 0.7514 0.7552

As expected, the probability-based models DS and BFA
perform better than naive algorithms ICL and ICo.

TABLE III: QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON ACROSS ALL DATASET

No Scenes Metrics L[13] Loc[7] PG+B FGfit+B+RSF Glass %

1 L6F11 1room SSIM 0.8754 0.8572 0.8573 0.9661 8.29NCC 0.7208 0.6973 0.6974 0.9675

2 L6F11 3room SSIM 0.8981 0.8601 0.8776 0.9750 9.07NCC 0.7732 0.7412 0.7496 0.9726

3 L6F2 room SSIM 0.8708 0.8115 0.8164 0.9624 11.87NCC 0.7757 0.7300 0.7258 0.9699

4 KX hallway SSIM 0.8924 0.8965 0.8965 0.9636 32.03NCC 0.8090 0.7957 0.7957 0.9631

5 KX office SSIM 0.9230 0.8551 0.8819 0.9540 0.99NCC 0.9340 0.8612 0.8699 0.9594

6 L6F11 2room SSIM 0.8577 0.8145 0.8294 0.9552 10.24NCC 0.6287 0.5957 0.5981 0.9578

7 KX lounge SSIM 0.8862 0.8746 0.8742 0.8944 13.09NCC 0.8382 0.8251 0.8249 0.8461

8 KX lobby SSIM 0.8129 0.7804 0.7805 0.8969 11.98NCC 0.7404 0.7124 0.7109 0.9097
Avg 0.8273 0.7943 0.7991 0.9446 12.20

For traditional sonar-based SLAM, a ring of sonar arrays
made up by multiple sonars is recommended to fabricate the
near-360◦ scanning. But in our fusion scheme, the number
of sonars can be reduced due to the existence of the dense
scanning of LiDAR. The sonars needed for our framework is
only 2, one for the left side of the robot and the other for the
right side, which makes the entire framework light-weight.

D. Generalization to the Whole Dataset

Lastly, the performance of our proposed fusion strategy is
illustrated by evaluating it against all the real-world testing
cases we collected, the quantitative results of which are
shown in Table III.

(a) L6F11 1room
(14.4m× 10.7m)

(b) L6F11 2room
(15.0m× 19.1m)

(c) L6F11 3room (22.2m×
20.2m)

(d) L6F2 room (21.6m ×
18.9m)

(e) KX hallway (5.4m× 30.6m)

Fig. 6: Different maps generated by our proposed framework. Glass
positions are marked in light blue boxes. Red box in 6c is a glass area not
scanned by sonar. This problem can be solved by a more-carefully designed
moving path of robot. Resolution is 5 cm.

We inspected four algorithms, L (LiDAR only), Loc (basic
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fusion with ξLoc), PG+B and FGfit+B+RSF. PG+B uses
ξPG and Bayesian algorithm, which works in a restricted
online situation. PG+B is not equipped with Revisit Scan
Fusion (RSF) because RSF is not applicable when global
information of the target environment is still not avail-
able. On the other hand, FGfit+B+RSF uses ξFGfit and
Bayesian algorithm, and RSF is performed in this mode. For
small-scale scenarios, no global pose adjustment is accepted
and the trajectory from ξLoc, ξPG and ξFGfit are almost
identical. So SSIM and NCC values of our method and
other methods are close, which is shown in KX lounge case
in Table III. For large-scale scenarios, the advantage of
our proposed method becomes obvious. We calculate the
average score (of both SSIM and NCC) across the whole
dataset. Score for PG+B is 0.7991, which is better than
that of Loc [7] but inferior to pure LiDAR method [13]
with a score of 0.8273. The average score of FGfit+B+RSF
is 0.9446. Compared with pure LiDAR method [13], our
method improved the map quality by 14.18%. Several demo
maps generated by FGfit+B+RSF is shown in Figure 6.

Therefore, our experimental results verified that π-map is
effective in different real-world environments, with different
size and different glass ratio. Our results also indicate that π-
map will not degrade the mapping quality for environments
with low glass ratio, such as in the case of KX office.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrate that π-map is able to:
first, effectively detect glass walls/panels, and eliminate part
of unknown space caused by range limit of LiDAR, thus
producing reliable maps; second, effectively optimize map
quality in large-scale environments through enrolling global
optimization into fusion, thus producing scalable maps.
Experimental results have verified that π-map outperforms
state-of-the-art pure LiDAR mapping methods and other
fusion mapping methods in both small-scale and large-scale
real-world environments with various degrees of reflective
objects. As far as we know, π-map is the first indoor mapping
system ready for ubiquitous deployment. With π-map, we
now have a reliable and scalable ground layer for indoor
maps. As for next step, we will further extend the π-map to
integrate visual landmarks to provide more semantic data to
aid autonomous robot navigation.
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